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Abstract- The Norwegian Electro – Technical standard NEK EN 50110-1sets out the Regulations rests with the owner/ 
manager to employ persons whose qualifications meet the requirements of the Regulations for electrical enterprises and 
qualifications to work on electrical installations and electrical equipment, in order to be capable of operating, maintaining 
and repairing high voltage and low voltage installations, and to ensure that satisfactory routines for work on the installation 
are established. By using these common methods for establishing safety measures will contribute to reducing the risk of 
unwanted incidents, associated with the import of services across national boundaries and the increasing use of external 
subcontractors in Norway. Availability of best rules and procedures has no value till all persons working on, with, or near 
electrical installations are thoroughly conversant with them and with all legal requirements and comply strictly with them. 
This document acknowledges the present different national requirements for safety. The intention is, over the course of time, 
to create a common level of safety. If we assume that the possibility of injury is not avoidable, to guarantee and to reward the 
efforts for the best safety, the judgments of working accidents should e given out by persons of competence qualifying them 
like skilled or instructed persons. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Norwegian Electro – Technical standard NEK EN 
50110-1 is applicable to all operation of and work 
activity on, with, or near electrical installations. 
These installations operate at voltage levels from and 
including extra-low voltage up to and including high 
voltage ( medium and extra-high voltage).These 
electrical installations are designed for the generation, 
transmission, conversion, distribution and use of 
electrical power. Some of these electrical installations 
are permanent and fixed, such as a distribution 
installation in a factory or office complex, others are 
temporary, such as on construction sites and others 
are mobile or capable of being moved either whilst 
energized or whilst not energized nor charged. 
 
These Regulations apply to work on or in the vicinity 
of electrical installations that are either energised or 
designed to be energised, and to the operation of 
electrical installations. Also apply to electrical 
installations under construction or being dismantled if 
there is any possibility of becoming energised, even if 
this is not intended. The Regulations do not apply to 
Electrical installations on facilities engaged in the 
exploitation of petroleum deposits in Norwegian 
inland waters, Norwegian sea territory and the 
Norwegian part of the continental shelf, Certain 
integrated petroleum installations and associated 
onshore pipeline systems, Electrical installations on 
aircraft, Electronic communications and information 
systems that are not established and used solely for 
the operation of electrical distribution systems, 
Electrical installations in which the power is so low 
that there is no possibility of causing injury,  

 
Operation of installations or equipment that meet 
relevant installation and equipment standards and are 
designed for use by ordinary persons. 
 
II. GENERAL PROVISIONS  
 
2.1. Organisation 
For every electrical installation, a high voltage or low 
voltage Operations Manager must be nominated to be 
responsible for the operation and maintenance of the 
installation. A high voltage / low voltage Safety 
Supervisor must be nominated for each work task. In 
high voltage installations, a Switching Supervisor 
must also be nominated if any switching tasks are 
required. High voltage installations: Considering the 
operation and maintenance of high voltage 
installations, the Regulations for electrical enterprises 
and qualifications to work on electrical installations 
and electrical equipment stipulate that this function 
must be supervised by a qualified person (Operations 
Manager). The term qualified means that this person 
is sufficiently familiar with the high voltage 
installation that switching work may be conducted in 
a safe manner.  
Low voltage installations: At any one time, it must be 
clear who has the authority to nominate and who has 
been nominated to supervise safety measures for 
work on or in the vicinity of a low voltage installation 
if more than one person is involved with the work. 
  
2.2 General overall planning 
General planning must at a minimum include 
development of instructions, use of qualified 
personnel, necessary authorisation and permits, 
organisation and planning in connection with the 
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purchase, use, storage, testing and maintenance of 
protective equipment and other safety equipment, 
establishing routines for standard types of work, 
training, practice and instruction, and necessary first-
aid preparations. The Regulations related to 
systematic health, environment and safety activities 
inenterprises (Internal Control Regulations) require 
the owner of an enterprise to conduct systematic 
checks concerning health, safety and environment. 
This means that the owner of an enterprise covered 
by the Regulations is responsible for systematically 
checking that the requirements of the Regulations are 
met and that internal routines are followed. 

 
2.3 Accident notification 
All accidents and injuries or damage to the 
installation or property caused by electricity or 
arising from work on or the operation of an electrical 
installation, must be reported at the earliest 
opportunity to the applicable authorities. 

 
Reporting accidents and incidents 
The aim of the requirement that all accidents and 
incidents be reported is in order to discover causes 
and thus help to prevent future similar incidents and 
accidents. It is compulsory that reporting occurs 
quickly, for example by telephone, telefax or email so 
that necessary steps may be taken to ensure that 
information that could contribute to discovering the 
cause of the incident is not removed or destroyed.An 
electronic report system is available on the 
Directorate for Civil Protection’s webpage, 
http://www.dsb.no/stromskader. This should be used 
for reporting accidents involving injuries. 
 
2.4 Access 
Routines must be developed to govern who is 
permitted to access electrical installations that are not 
protected from contact. For high voltage installations, 
records must be kept of all persons who have access 
permission. To prevent inadvertent energising or de-
energising of high voltage installations, all 
switches/operating equipment must be adequately 
locked. 
High voltage installations 
Documentation of those with access authorisation 
should take the form of checklists and the issuing of 
access permits to those who have authorisation to 
access a high voltage installation.The provision 
concerning the locking of switches and operational 
equipment requires that high voltage 
switches/operating equipment that is available to 
unauthorised persons, must be locked with a cylinder 
lock or similarly secure locking system  
 
III. GENERAL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS 
 
3.1 Planning of work 
For starting any work task, all necessary information 
about the electrical installation must be gathered and 

used as a basis for conducting a risk analysis. The 
risk analysis subsequently be used as a basis for the 
given minimum activities choosing the work method, 
ensuring that all  equipments that will be needed is 
readily available, deciding what type of protective 
equipment is necessary, and selecting, evaluating and 
instructing personnel. Functional testing of electrical 
installations must be planned along the same 
principles as those applying to work planning.A 
recurring principle in the Regulations is that for all 
work on electric installations, there must be at least 
two safety barriers. If one barrier fails there will still 
be one barrier providing the worker with complete 
safety. The following diagram presents a schematic 
description of the regulations’ safety policy and 
system, including a description of the three working 
methods. 
 

 
Fig.1. Block Diagram for General Overall Planning 

 
3.2 Safety at the worksite 
The Safety Supervisor must ensure that all activities 
are conducted in a suitable manner and in accordance 
with these regulations. The Safety Supervisor must 
communicate directly with the Operations Manager 
or authorised substitute and all those involved in the 
work task. In relation to work on a high voltage 
installation, communication between the Safety 
Supervisor and the Switching Supervisor must always 
be direct. The Safety Supervisor is the only person 
authorised to permit work to start on or in the vicinity 
of a high voltage installation. The intention of the 
requirement that at least two persons must be present 
when setting up and removing safety measures and 
when working on or in the vicinity of a high voltage 
installation, or on or in the vicinity of an un insulated 
live low voltage overhead line, is to be able to assist 
one another in the event of an accident. This means 
that all members of the work team must have 
knowledge about the installation, be trained in first-
aid, and if relevant, be trained in how to rescue from 
a height (poles, masts, etc.). Furthermore, the second 
person on the job must assist in setting up and 
dismantling safety measures in a satisfactory manner. 
The two-person requirement may be waived if the 
risk assessment indicates that this would not 
contribute to any increased risk for the worker 
concerned. This could, for example apply to work on 
a cable installation where temporary earthing is 
installed at the ends of the cable by means of an 
enclosed switching setup, capacitive voltage testing 
and a fixed earthing system. 
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High voltage installations 
The Safety Supervisor must oversee the work in 
person, and is only permitted to participate in the 
work if this in no way interferes with the function of 
Safety Supervisor. The safety observer may halt the 
work, but work may not be restarted until the Safety 
Supervisor has checked that safety measures are 
intact and has issued assent to restart work. 
 
3.3 Halting work on the basis of environmental 
conditions 
If environmental conditions make it impossible to 
conduct the work task in a safe manner, the work 
must not be started, or it must be halted if it has 
already started. Weather conditions are defined as 
environmental conditions. 

 
IV. WORKING METHODS 
 
A) DEAD WORKING 
4.1 Dead working – Establishing safety measures 
For dead working, two safety barriers are always 
required. This requirement entails de-energising the 
part of the installation where work is to be carried out 
so that both the part of the installation where work is 
to be conducted is completely dead and also any part 
of the installation where the worker will encroach 
upon the live-working zone. Before setting up safety 
measures at the worksite, the Safety Supervisor must 
check that the installation is dead and that necessary 
safety measures are in place at the switching sites. All 
the installations must be for voltage in a suitable 
manner entails the given  that the voltage test gives 
reliable information on whether the relevant 
installation parts are dead, and  that the voltage test 
does not put the worker in any danger. 

 
4.2 Dead working – Removing safety measures 
The Safety Supervisor is responsible for ensuring that 
safety measures are removed when work has been 
completed. 
High voltage installations 
This provision stipulates that high voltage 
installations may not be re-energised after work has 
been finished until the Switching Supervisor has 
received notification directly from the Safety 
Supervisor that work has ceased, and safety measures 
that were set up at the worksite and disconnection 
points have been removed. Communication between 
the Safety Supervisor and the Switching Supervisor 
must always be direct, to eliminate the possibility of 
misunderstandings. 
 
B) LIVE WORKING 
For live working, two safety barriers are always 
required. When working on objects that are located 
inside the live-working zone, including direct work 
on live installation parts (known as live working), 
additional training is required. Training must be 
documented. The requirement that work must follow 

relevant work procedures implies the development of 
a procedure for each work task, based on the selected 
working method. Outer limit of the live working zone 
is given by the distance DL (see figures A and B).Lp: 
Bare live part, DL: distance defining the outer limit of 
the Live Working Zone, VZ : Vicinity zone,  DV: 
distance defining the outer limit of the vicinity zone, 
LWZ : Live working Zone, OS: Outer surface of 
Insulating Protective Device. 
 

 
Fig 2  Distances in air and zones for working procedures:(a) 

without and (b) with an insulating protective device 
 
4.3 Work in the vicinity of live parts – establishing 
safety measures 
For work in the vicinity of a live electrical 
installation, the following safety measures must be set 
up:a) the outer limit of the vicinity zone must be 
defined and marked, and b) electrically protective 
barriers and/or boundary barriers must be set up. To 
ensure that tools or materials cannot possibly result in 
short-circuiting and earthing, and that no person can 
come into contact with live parts, suitable protective 
barriers must be used where necessary. 

 
4.4 Working in the vicinity of live parts – 
dismantling safety measures 
Before removing safety measures, all those who have 
been involved in the work must be informed that the 
work has finished and that safety measures will no 
longer be in effect. 

Table1: Outer limit of live working zone for 
different voltages* Includes 15 kV – 16 2/3 Hz for 

railways. 
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V. MAINTENANCE OF ELECTRICAL 
INSTALLATIONS 
 
5.1 Conducting maintenance work 
In order to understand the general layout of the 
installation, a single-line diagram is required in all 
high voltage installations and complex low voltage 
installations. Updated documentation of the 
installation must always be available. To prevent the 
possibility of injury, all maintenance work must be 
conducted according to fixed work procedures and by 
using one or several of the working methods. 
 
5.2 Operating fuses 
To ensure protection from injury, fuses must be 
operated in accordance with safe practice and using 
technical safety precautions or suitable insulating 
tools. In order to be adequately prepared for all 
eventualities when working with high voltage fuses, 
two persons must be present when operating live 
fuses from platforms. 
 
5.3 Energising an installation 
To prevent possible injury or material damage when a 
new electrical installation is energised or an 
installation that has been de-energised is re-energised, 
all those involved with the installation must be 
suitably informed that it will become live. 
 
VI. FINAL PROVISIONS 

 
6.1 Inspection 
The supervisory authority, or other body authorised 
by the supervisory authority, verifies compliance with 
these Regulations. The local electricity inspection 
authority is also authorised by the Directorate for 
Civil Protection to inspect low voltage installations, 
and high voltage installations integrated in low 
voltage installations, to check that the Regulations are 
adhered to.  

 
6.2 Right of appeal 
In accordance with the Act of 10 February 1967 
relating to procedure in cases concerning the public 

administration (Public Administration Act), Chapter 
VI, the deadline for appealing an order is 3 weeks 
from the date the recipient received the order. 
Complaints should be directed to the administrative 
body that issued the order.  

 
6.3 Reactions to violations 
If these Regulations, or individual decisions issued on 
their basis are violated, applicable sanctions include 
orders, coercive penalties, enforced shutdown, and 
other sanctions as set out in the Act of 24 May 1929 
No. 4 relating to the supervision of electrical 
installations and equipment. 
 
CONCLUSION  

 
Availability of the best rules and procedures are of no 
value unless all persons working on, with, or near 
electrical installations are thoroughly conversant with 
them and with all legal requirements and comply 
strictly with them. The competence must be complete 
and sage, based on: knowledge and experience of 
electrical work; familiarity and understanding of the 
installation to be worked on and practical experience 
of that work; understanding the technical and 
environmental hazards which can arise during the 
work and the precautions to be observed, object of the 
specific working plan; ability to recognize at all times 
whether it is safe to continue working and to stop the 
work at all times whether the working plan is not 
respected. 
 
By following Electrical safety Standards we can 
easily reduce the accidents also reduce the causes of 
it. 
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